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Introduction
Data aggregation can save more energy and capacity regardless of routing or MAC protocols. We define two parameters to
evaluate the efficiency of an aggregation method:
1. aggregation ratio, w ∈ (0,1], presents the ratio of packets effectively transmitted respect to the total packets generated;
2. packet size coefficient, λ ∈ [-1,1], illustrates the packet size change due to the aggregation scheme.

Benefits taken from data aggregation
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Note: p is the packet size.
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Modeling the different MAC protocols to compare the
energy consumption:
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EBMAC  Ptx d p  Ptx d data    ( Psleep d s  Prx d listen  Prx d data )
E XMAC  ( Ptx d p  Prx d ACK )    Ptx d data
   ( Psleep d s  Prx d listen  Prx d data  Ptx d ACK )
ESMAC  Ptx d SYNC  Ptx d RTS  Ptx d data  Prx d CTS
 Prx d ACK    (Prx d SYNC  Ptx d CTS  Prx d data  Ptx d ACK )
Energy consumption in routing protocols (OLSR, GPSR, GBR, and SRW)
compare to SRW considering different aggregation ratio.

Note: Pxx is the power consumption according radio state (mW);
dxx is the duration time according sensor behavior (ms).

The trade-off between aggregation ratio and packet size
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When w(1+ λ) ≤ 1, the aggregation scheme
indeed save energy and capacity.

From the figure,
in part 1,2,3,
energy & capacity
can be saved ↗ 50%;
In part 4, ↗ 30%;
In part 5, only 20%.

Conclusion
•1, Data aggregation is one of the most promising way to reduce the energy
consumption and improve the network capacity;
•2, We investigated the trade-off between aggregation ratio and packet size
coefficient before using an aggregation scheme;
•3, There are some differences between compressing and forecasting,
we can choose the method according the application.
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